Bruh Rabbit may indeed have met his match when he comes across a tar baby in the middle of the road. The babys deaf, dumb and blind attitude infuriates the plucky trickster, just as Wolf planned! When Bruh Rabbit gets entangled in the tar babys sticky embrace, has he finally been foiled by his long-time enemy? Certainly not, if Wolf falls for Bruh Rabbets clever reverse-psychology and flings the wily rabbit into the briar patch! Spun in Virginia Hamiltons unique vernacular, this will be a delight to those familiar with Bruh Rabbets games, and a unforgettable introduction for newcomers!
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My Personal Review:
I purchased this book a couple of weeks ago, and I'm so glad I did. Reading this book is so much fun (if you get into the characters)! And my daughter absolutely enjoyed the story! I have another Brer Rabbit book that I sometimes read to my daughter, but it is nowhere near as entertaining. My daughter has even asked me to "Read it again!" after the first read; it is THAT much fun. But when you read it aloud (how else would you read it), it is imperative to actually get into the character-speak, otherwise, you might miss it.
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